Notified Carol Dostal via email or phone if one of my teams is dropping out. (dostalc@ipfw.edu or (260) 481-6905)

I have the IPFW Media Wavier Form filled out and signed by the parents for each of my team members to turn in at registration.

4" x 6" Model ID card ready to go. (see pg A-11 Model Identification for specifics)

Competition Expense Form filled out with receipts attached. (see pg A-53)

Model dimensions have been measured and do not exceed 25" (W) x 50" (L) x 20" (H).

Presentation support materials do not exceed sizes listed on page A-25

If applicable, bring the money for pizza payment.

I have materials for repair needs. (Glue, tape, etc.) NO GLUE GUNS.

REMINDERS:

- Review Sample Judges questions on page A-83-84.
- In addition to the team, the teacher, and engineer mentor, immediate family, six years of age and older, and other students who worked on the project will be allowed in the room as observers during the preliminary competition.
- General public are welcome to see models from 9 am – 11:45 am.
- Schedules are approximate. Your team presentation time can change if another team does not show up. Make sure parents/observers are aware of this.
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